DUTY TITLE/LOCATION: Operations Requirement Analyst, Platform Requirements Branch/Scott AFB, IL

RNLTD: Position vacant, fill requested ASAP to begin training

RANK: Major (will consider Capt)

AFSC: 011M4T or 12M4Y

JOB DESCRIPTION: Military rated aviator (pilot or navigator) experience needed to for developing, refining, prioritizing and coordinating operational requirements for all MAF platforms. Provides ops expertise for acquisition of new aircraft and support equipment and is the focal point for requirement issues w/staff & HHQ. A3/10 lead for SATAFs/site visits. Prepares and delivers presentations, provides position papers, and reports requiring coordination and inputs from across the MAJCOM staff and leadership.

MANDATORY QUALIFICATIONS:
- Rated aviator (pilot or navigator) experience in airlift, tanker, or heavy aircraft
- Strong briefing and communication skills

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
- Safety, standardization, training, evaluating, and/or inspection skills and background is desired but not mandatory

POINT OF CONTACT:
- Contact Pam Wood (pamela.wood.3@us.af.mil) DSN 229-2135 for more information and application details.